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 Opening doors with learning, faith and care. 

Year 2 

Spring 1 2022 

English 

As writers we are learning to write to explain, enthral 

and recount.  We will be looking at a range of 

explanation texts, stories and diary entries that 

recount. We will identify the key features of these 

texts. We will then learn how to apply these key 

features in our writing to produce a story, an 

explanation text and a diary entry. 

In spelling and grammar, we will be learning about 

using a capital letter for the pronoun ‘I’, using a range 

of conjunctions to extend our sentences and 

apostrophes for contractions. We will learn to spell 

words which contain the spelling patterns y and ey, 

contractions and addind endings ‘er’, ‘ed’, ‘ing’ and 

‘est’ to words ending with e.  

As readers, we will be reading … 

How to Live Forever, Way Back Home, Diary of a 

Killer Cat, The Flower, The Picture Book of London 

and the Great Paper Caper. 

 

Through these texts we are focussing on developing 

retrieval and inference skills. You can help by lots of 

questions about what has happened, why this might 

have happened and how characters may feel.  

Maths 

As mathematicians we are learning about 

multiplication and division. We will be learning to 

recognise, make and add equal groups. We will learn 

to count in 2s, 5s and 10s. We will learn to multiply, 

use arrays and double numbers. We will make equal 

groups to share and group amounts to divide. We will 

use apparatus and draw pictures to help us. We will 

learn to divide by 2, 5 and 10. 

 

There are 4 equal groups of 3.    4 x 3 = 12 
4 lots of 3    3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 12 

                          
        Array showing 3 x 6           20 shared between 4 = 5 

 
You can help by practising counting in twos, threes, 
fives and tens. We need to start to be able to recall 
multiplication facts for these times tables too. 
 
In our core skills sessions, we will be comparing 

numbers and learning about the composition of 7, 8, 

9 and ten. 

 

 

 

Science 

As scientists we are learning about Chemistry.  

We will be learning about Materials.  Through this, 

we will learn to distinguish between the object and 

the material is made from.  We will learn how some 

materials are made and discuss which are natural 

and which are man-made. We will be able to identify 

a range of materials and describe their physical 

properties. We will be able to compare materials and 

identify the suitability of a material for a particular 

use. We will find out how the shape of some solid 

objects can be changed by squashing, bending, 

twisting and stretching.  
 

We will develop our scientific investigation skills 

through asking questions, observing closely, 

performing simple tests, recording data and 

identifying and classifying.  
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History 

As Historians, we are learning about the London 

during the Tutor period. We will learn the events of 

the Gunpowder Plot, the Great Fire of London and 

the Plague. We will learn about the significant 

historical individuals of those events; Guy Fawkes, 

King James I, Samuel Pepys and King Charles II. 

We will develop our historical skills through 

understanding chronology, investigating and 

interpreting the past, building an overview of 

national history and communicating historically. 

 

Art 

As Artists we are learning about sculptures and will make 

sculptures using different materials. We will learn to: 

 Research and discuss famous artists.  

 Evaluate the effectiveness of famous sculptures.  

 Compare and contrast sculptures and the materials that 

have been used.  

 Design, decorate and make a whole class sculpture 

using paper, newspaper and paint.  

 Plan an individual sculpture of an insect, focussing on 

pattern and textures.  

 Use clay to create a sculpture of an insect.  
 

 

 

Religious Education 

As theologians we are learning about Islam and how 

praying at regular intervals helps a Muslim in his/her 

everyday life.  

We will learn what commitment means to us and to 

Muslims. We will learn about the Muslim prayer 

routine and be able to explain how they believe this 

could help them in their everyday lives. We will be 

able to decide ways Muslims might be helped in their 

everyday lives by praying 5 times a day, and can give 

reasons for this. 

We will listen to the experiences of others and 

compare them with our own. We will look at, handle 

and discuss religious artefacts and show respect 

towards the lives of others. 

 

Collective Worship 

In our worship this half-term we are focussing on 

the value of respect.  

We will be taking time each day to reflect on how and 

why we should show respect towards others.  

We will be valuing and celebrating the differences 

within our community and learning how to treat 

everyone with respect and as an equal.  

 

Physical Education 

As sports people we are learning the fundamental 

movement skills that are associated with 

Gymnastics. 

In Gym, we will learn the core skills of balance, agility 

and coordination. We will learn the core shapes and 

use these to create balances, learn to travel in 

different ways using different levels and directions, 

and learn a range of jumps and how to perform these 

safely. We put these all together into a sequence that 

will be performed on and off apparatus.  

 

 

Music 

As musicians we are learning about beat and exploring 

sounds. 

The theme for our music is toys and storytime. 

We will learn to keep a steady beat at different speeds and 

develop a sense of beat through chant, actions and 

instruments. We will perform and change tempo.  

We will learn to combine sounds to create musical effect 

and understand how music can be combined with 

storytelling.  We will explore using our voices to create 

descriptive effects and perform to an audience. 

 

Personal, Social, Health and Economic  

In PSHE we are learning about … ‘Me & My Safety’.  

We will learn what is safe and what is unsafe in terms of things, places and people. We will learn how to keep 

ourselves and other people safe.  

 

 


